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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine some stability questions associated with
problems in approximation theory and nonsmooth analysis. We study
what happens to various sets that often appear in those fields, when we
perturb in some sense the data determining them. Such sensitivity analysis
is important for developing efficient numerical algorithms. In the next sec
tion we investigate the continuity of the map A ---> PA(X), where PA(X) is
the set of all best approximations to x from A. This problem was first con
sidered by Brosowski et al. [5], who considered a family {ArLET of sub
sets of a normed linear space X parametrized by a topological space T and
studied the continuity of t ---> P AJX). Recently Tsukada [26] addressed the
same problem but with a nonparametrized method. Namely, he allowed
the sets {A II} 11 ~ I to converge in some sense to A, and he examined what
happens to the sequence {PAJX)}I1~I' However, he limited himself to
reflexive, strictly convex, smooth Banach spaces in which case the set PA(X)
for A, a nonempty, closed, convex subset of X is a singleton (i.e., A is a
Chebyshev set). Our work, on the one hand, generalizes the work of
Tsukada [26] and, on the other hand, provides several new results on this
issue. In Section 3, we investigate analogous questions in the context of
nonsmooth analysis. Finally, in Section 4, we pass to prediction sequences
in the Lebesgue-Bochner space L~(Q, .E). Here we examine the con
vergence of those sequences as we vary the sub-u-field of .E, not necessarily
in a monotone way, and the function f(·) that has to be approximated.

Our basic tool in this study will be Kuratowski-Mosco convergence of
sets and the corresponding r-convergence of functions. So let {A n} 11 ~ I be a
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sequence of subsets of a Banach space X. Definc the weak limit supcrior of
the sequence {An}n?, to be the set

w-lim su.p An = {XE X: X= w- lim. x nk ' x"' EA nk , k 3I}
f1_'X k-.J

and the strong limit inferior of {A II} II? I to be the set

s-lim inf All = {XE X: X= s- lim. x"' XII EAll' n 31}.
'I_~ f'-+OC

We will say that A" converges to A in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense if
and only if

w -lim sup An S; A S; s -lim inf A II.

11--+ :x 11 -4 'x

Since we always have that s -lim infll _ A II S; 11' -lim sup" _ xc A II' we
deduce that All converges to A in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense if and only
if w-lim SUPII_ All = s-lim inf,,_ All = A. Then we write All ---+K- M A,
as n ---+ 00.

Using this set convergence we can define a new mode of convergence for
extended real valued functions. So let {I" f} II? IS; IlF. We say that I, T
converges to fif and only if epi I, ---+ K M epij: as n ---+ CXJ. In general, T-con
vergence is not comparable to pointwise convergence. These convergence
concepts were introduced by Mosco [14] and were extensively studied by
Salinetti and Wets [23,24].

We will close this introductory section by recalling a few basic facts
about measurable multifunctions that we will need in the sequel. Assume
(Q, E, fl) is a finite complete measure space and X a separable Banach
space. We use the following notations:

PAX) = {A S; X: nonempty, closed}

P1H1!AX) = {A S; X: nonempty, (weakly) closed, convex}

P(H)kAX) = {A s;X: nonempty, (weakly) compact, convex}.

A multifunction F: Q ---+ Pt{X) is said to be (weakly) measurable if it
satisfies any of the following equivalent conditions:

(1) F (U) = {w E Q: F(w) n U # 0} E E, for all Us; X open;

(2) For all XEX, the map w---+dF(w) (x)=infrEF(wI Ilx-yll;

(3) There exists a sequence {.f~(.)} II? 1 of measurable selectors ./;,:
Q ---+ X of F(-) s.t. F(w) = cl{f,(w)} II? 1, for all WE Q (Castaing's represen
tation).
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Consider the set S~= {J(')EL1(Q):f(w)EF(w) J1-a.e.}, i.e. S~ contains
all integrable selectors of F(·). Clearly S~ is a closed subset of L~(Q) and is
nonempty if and only if inf.. EF(w)1IY1I EL1(Q). Using this set we can now
define an integral for F(') as follows:

f F(w) dJ1(w) = {f f(w) dJ1(w): f(·) E s~.},
f2 !J

where Jf2 f( w) dJ1( w) is the usual Bochner integral. This integral was
introduced by Aumann [3] as a natural generalization of the Minkowski
sum of sets and of the integral of a single valued function. For a com
prehensive treatment of measurable multifunctions we refer to Himmelberg
[8] and Rockafellar [21, 22].

A final piece of terminology: IffE ilF, we define the effective domain of
.In to be the set dom[ = {x E X: f( x) < +co }.

2. CONVERGENCE IN ApPROXIMATION

For the first result assume that X is a reflexive Banach space and that
{An, A }n;;, IS; p/,(X).

PROPOSITION 2.1. If An ~ K - M A, as n ~ co, x E X, then for all
{Xn}n;;'l s;X s.t., xn~x, we have dAJXn)~dA(X).

Proof Observe that Id~dxn) - dA(x)1 ~ IdAJxn) - dAJx)1 +
IdAJx) - dA(x)1 ~ Ilxn - xii + IdAJx) - dA(x)l. From Theorem 2.5(i) of
Tsukada [26], we know that dAJ)~dA(-)' So passing to the limit as
n ~co, we get that limn _ x dAJxn)= dA(x). Q.E.D.

The next result examines the stability of the best approximations to x
from a sequence of sets that converges in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense. So
assume that X is a Banach space and that {A,,, A }n;, 1 s; Pf(X).

PROPOSITION 2.2. If A n ~ K M A, as n ~ co, then for all x E X, we have
w-limn~x PAJX)S;PA(x).

Proof Assume that w -lim PAJX) # 0 or otherwise the result is
obvious. Let hEW -limn ~ 00 P AJX). Then there exist hn, E PAn,(X) k ~ 1 s.t.,
hn, ~ It' h, as k ~ 00. This means that hEW -limn ~ en An = A. We have
dA (x)= Ilx-hnJ, and because of the weak lower semicontinuity of the

"' 'norm we can write that

Ilx - hll ~ lim Ilx - hn,ll = lim dAn, (X).
k-:x- k_-x:
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On the other hand, for ZE s - limn'l. An = A there exist ZnE A II s. t..
Zn -+' z, as n -+ x. Since d.IJx)~ Ilx-znll, we get that limn. I. dA,,(X)~

Ilx-zll. But z was abitrary in A. Hence limn_' 1 d4,,(X)~dA(X), combining
that with (*), we get that Ilx-hll ~dl(X). But recall that hEA. So
dA(x)=llx-hll, i.e., hEPj(x). Therefore w-limll~f PdX)<;:P4(x).

Q.E.D.

Recall that if X is reflexive and strictly convex then every A E PIAX) is a
Chebyshev set, i.e., PA(X) is a singl<!ton for all x E X. Also X is said to have
property (H) if and only if for every {xn},,;,! <;:X s.t., Xn -+"XEX and
Ilxnll -+ Ilxll, then X n -+' x. Locally uniformly convex spaces (in particular
Hilbert spaces) have property (H). Using Proposition 2.2, we can have the
following corollary which is Theorem 3.2(i) of Tsukada [26].

COROLLARY [26]. If X is reflexive and strictly convex and
{An' A},,;,! <;:Plc(X) with A n -+ K MA, as n-+CfJ, then for all XEX,
P 4,,(x) -+" P 4(x). as n -+Y.!. I(in addition X has property (H) then the con
vergence is strong.

Proof For all n~l, we have d 4 ,,(x)=llx-PA,,(x)11 and dA(x)=
Ilx - PA(x)ll· Also we know that Ilx - PA,,(X) II -+ Ilx - PA(x)ll. Hence there
exists M>O s.t. Ilx-PA,,(x)II~M=>llPdx)II~M+llxll. Since X is
reflexive we can fiEd a subsequence {PA (X)}k'" I s.t. PA (x) -+"a. From

n" ~ nk

Proposition 2.2, we deduce that a = P A(X). SO every subsequence of
[P4 ,,(x)},,;, I has a further subsequence that converges to P 4 (x). Thus
P 4Jx) -+" PA(X). Now if X has property (H) then we have that
x - P 4,,(x) -+' x - PA(X) => P 4 ,,(x) -+' P A(X), as n -+ CfJ. Q.E.D.

Several proofs in the theory of best approximation involve elements Z E A
s.t., Ilx-zll ~dA(x)+E, where E>O. We call such elements elements of E
approximation (or following Buck, elements of good approximation). In
addition, such elements are useful in designing algorithms that determine
the vectors that realize the best approximation. We will denote the set of all
such E-approximations by r 4(x).

For these sets we can have a stronger stability result. Assume that X is
reflexive and tha t {A '" A},,;, 1 <;: PIA X).

PROPOSITION 2.3. If An -+ K MA, as n -+ ex), then for all E > 0 and all
x E X, we have that P~,,(x) -+K MP~(x), as n -+ CfJ.

Proof By definition for all n ~ 1, we have that

P~,,(x)= {hEA n: Ilx-hll ~dA,,(x)+E}

= {hEA n: Ilx-hll-dA,,(x)~E}.
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Let ¢J~(h)= Ilx-hll-ddx)+bA,(h). Then we see that

p~Jx)= {hEX: ¢J~(h)~£}=L',p,:.
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From Tsukada [26J, we know that dAJ) ---+ dA(·), as n ---+ ef). Also since
by hypothesis An ---+ K M A, we have that bAn ---+ I bA' as n ---+ CD. From these
two facts it is easy to see that ¢J~(.) ---+ I ¢JX(.). Clearly {¢J,~(.), ¢JT)} are
closed, convex functions. Hence Lemma 3.1 of Mosco [14J tells us that
L~, ---+K- M L~, as n ---+ CfJ -= p~ (x) ---+K- M P~(x) as n ---+ CfJ. Q.E.D.

'I'll 'I' J1

Additional resuls in the direction of stability in approximation theory
were recently obtained by the authors in [9].

3. CONVERGENCE IN NONSMOOTH ANALYSIS

In this section we investigate analogous stability problems in the more
general context of nonsmooth analysis.

Recall that if X is a Banach space, by ro(X), we denote the set of all
proper, convex, l.s.c., IR-valued functions defined on X. Also if f: X ---+ IR is
convex, its subdifferential at x E X is the set ol(x) = {x* E X*: (x*, Z~ x) ~
f(z)-f(x), for all ZEX}.

The first result of this section can be viewed as an extension of
Theorem 1.2 of Attouch [2]. So assume that X is reflexive, U;"f},,?ol <;;

ro(X) and that I, ---+ I f, as n ---+ CfJ.

PROPOSITION 3.1. IjF)r all n? 1, x,; EO/;,(Xl/), x,; ---+"x* and xI/---+'x,
then x* E ej(x).

Prool From convex analysis we know that for all n? 1, X,; E of,(xl/) if
and only if f,(xl/) + I,*(x ,;) = (x,;, XI/). Note that (x,;, XI/) ---+ (x*, x), as
n ---+ CIJ. Also because by hypothesis I, ---+ If; from Lemma 1.1 of Mosco
[14J, we have that f(x)~lim'HxI,(xl/). Furthermore, since I,---+If
implies that .I;; ---+ I* f*, as n ---+ CfJ, we get that f*(x*) ~ lim'H x f~*(x,i);

combining those two facts with our initial observations we finally have that
f(x) +f*(x*) ~ (x*, x). The Young-Fenchel inequality forces equality to
hold, and so we conclude that x* E el(x). Q.E.D.

Remark. From the above result it is easy to see that for fixed x E X, we
have IV -lim e/;,(x) <;; ej(x). With additional hypotheses we can have a
stronger result, namely, that ejn(x) ---+K M ol(x). For details we refer
to [18].

However, for F.-subdifferentials eJ(x) = {X*EX*: (x*,z-x)-F.~

f(z) - f(x), for all ZE X} f; > 0, we can have more as the next result shows.
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Assume that X is finite dimensional and that :til J:n I <;; r(i( X), with
int dom f #- 0·

PROPOSITION 3.2. II I:, -t l as n -tX, thclI lor all x E dom i'/(' ) =

{ZEX: Dj(z)#-0} and all 1:>0, I\'C havc that ?,j;,(x) -t K
At (',I(x), as

n-tx.

Proof For n?:-l let gll(h)=f,(x+h)-f,(x). Then g,;(h*)=/:,*(h*)+
f,(x) - (h*, x). Similarly, for g(h) =f(x + h) - f(x), we have that g*(h*) =
f*(h*)+f(x)--(h*,x). Note that g*(-)?:-O and is equal to zero at all
h* E X* S.t. h* E Dl(x). From the definition of the £-subdifferential we get
that

and

i',j(x) = {h*EX*: g*(h*)"::;I:: =L~*.

From Corollary 2C of Salinetti and Wets [23J, we know that J:, -tTf

and this is equivalent to J~* -t T*f*, as n -t 00. From this we can easily see
that g,; -t T* g*, as II -t 00. Thus Lemma 3.1 of Mosco [14 J tells us that
L~,f -t K

At L~* => D,f,(x) -t K
At a,I(x), as II-t x. Q.E.D.

Remark. If .I:, -t Tf; as n -t 00, we can assume that X is a general
reflexive Banach space.

In the rest of this section we will examine the continuity of some major
operations of nonsmooth and multivalued analysis, with respect to the T

convergence and the K - M-convergence.
We start with a result concerning asymptotic (recession) cones. Our

result improves Lemma 4 of McLinden and Bergstrom [12]. So suppose
that X is a Banach space and [All, A},,? I are nonempty, convex subsets
of X.

PROPOSITION 3.3. II A II -t K At A, as n -t CC, thclI H" - lim ll

(All)' <;; A x .

Proof Let hE tv -lim (All)" Then there exist hllk E (A llk )of' k?:- 1 s.t.,
hllk -t H' h. By definition hnk + A nk <;; A nk => tv -limk~ f (h nk + A 11k) <;; H"

limk~., A llk . But tv -lim k • , (h llk + A llk ) = h + A and s -lim, ~ , A 11k <;; tv

lim k • A 11k <;; I\' -lim, ~ , A nk => I\' -lim, ~ I A 11k = A. Thus we finally have
that h + A <;; A, which means that hE A f. • Q.E.D.

Remark. It is possible to have strict inclusion as the next example
illustrates: Let An = [0, II J, A = [0, X ). Clearly, All -t K M A. But
(All)' = {OJ while Ax =A = [0,00). So limll~' (An), = {OJ s:,;: A =
[0,00).
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Using the previous proposition we can now prove a corresponding result
for the recession functions. Again Xis a Banach space and {fn,f}n?ol are
proper convex functions from X into IR.

PROPOSITION 3.4. If fn --->r f and Xn --->"x, as n---> 00, then fx;(x)~

Iimn~'l (fn)w (x,J

Proof We know that '/;, ---> rf, if and only if, epi f~ ---> K- Mepi./; as
n--->oo. Since {epifn,epif}n?ol are nonempty, convex sets in XxlR, we
can apply Proposition 3.3 and get that w -limn ~ w(epi ./~)x; <::; (epi f)x;.
But recall that (epif,,)xc = epi(fn) x; and (epifLx: =epifx;. So we have that
w-limn~x; epi(fn)'l' <::;epifv and thus is equivalent to saying that for all
xll--->"'x,ff(x)~limll~'lJ (f,L:(x ll ). Q.E.D.

In [3 J, Aumann proved a dominated convergence theorem for his set
valued integral under the assumption that X = !Ri". Here we present an
infinite dimensional version of it. Recall that a multifunction F: Q ---> P/(X)
is said to be integrably bounded if and only if IF(w)1 =SUpxEF(w)llxll is an
L ~ (Q) function.

Assume that X is reflexive and that F Il (-), F(-): Q ---> p/(.(X) are
measurable multifunctions.

THEOREM 3.1. If IFIl(w)1 ~!ft(w) p-a.e., for !ft(')EL1(Q) and
FIl(w) --->K-M F(w) p-a.e., then J,Q FIl(w) dp(w) --->K-M J,Q F(w) dp(w), as

dS l K-MSIn ---> 00, an Fn ---> F' as n ---> 00.

Proof For x* E X, we have

O"JQFJX*)=.SUp (x*, y)= sup (x*, f f(W)dP(W))
veJQfn IE S~n ,Q

= sup f (X*,f(W)) dp(w).
lE sj'n Q

Using Theorem 2.2 of Hiai and Umegaki [7J, we have that

sup f (x*,f(w)) dp(w) = f sup (x*,z)dp(w)= f O"Fnlw)(x*)dp(w).
lESL Q Q ::Er'n(w) Q

Hence we have that O"JQdx*) = J,Q O"f~(W)(X:.L and O"JQAx*)-.:
J,QO"F(W)(X*). Using Fatou's lemma we have that limO"JQFJx*) = lim
J,QO"Fn(w)(X*) ~ J,QlimO"f~(w)(x*). Because of the reflexivity of X and the
uniform boundedness by !ft(.), it is easy to see that lim 0"f~(w)(X*) ~

O""'-limFnlw)(x*) p-a.e. Hence lim O"JQFJX*) ~ J,Q O"FIW)(X*) = 0" JQAx*), for
all x* E X* => w -lim J,Q FIl <::; J,Q F. On the other hand, let x E J,Q F. Then

640;491-4
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x = JQ f(w) with f(-) E S~,. An easy application of Aumann's selection
theorem providesfn(·)ESj.'" S.t. d/'',,(w)(f(w)) = Ilfn(w)-f(w)II-+O j.l-a.e., as
n-+:tJ => JQ};, -+ JQf=> xEs-limJQ FI/' Therefore JQFc;;s-limJQFI/'
Thus we conclude that JQ F" -+K AI JQ F.

For the second part note that for every u(·) EL;. = (L.~) *, we can show
as above that O's;,,(u) JQ O'/.~(w)(u(w)). Hence lim O's;,,(u) :S;

JQlimO'/.~,(W)(u(w)) :s; JQO'F(W)(U(w)) = O's;(u) => w~limS~"c;;S~. Also
note that using Theorem 2.2 of [7J, we can show that ds; (g) =
JQdF,,(w)(g(w)), for all g(·)ELi. Therefore using Theorem 2.2 "(i) and
(ii) of Tsukada [26J, we get that limds;(g) :s; JQlimdF~(w)(g(w)) :s;
JQ dF(w)(g(w)) = ds;.(g) => S}c;;s-limS~". So finally, we have that
S}" -+ K - AI S}. Q.E.D.

Before stating the last result of this section we need to present an easy
lemma. For normal integrals see Rockafellar [22]. Here X is any separable
Banach space.

LEMMA. Iff: Q x X -+ IR is a convex, normal integrand s.t., for all x EX,

f(-'x) and [f*(-,O)J+ have finite integrals, then for l1>(x)=JQf(w,x)
dj.l(w), we have that I1>x(h) = JQff'(W, h) dj.l(w), hEX.

Proof From Proposition 6.8.3 of Laurent [1 J, we have that for any x,
hEX,

f ( h) _ f( W, x + )"h) - f( W, x)
oc W, -sup .

;. > 0 )~

f f
f( w, x + )~h ) - f( w, x)

=> fx(w,h)dj.l(w)= sup . dj.l(w),
Q Q),>o Ii.

but the integrands of the right hand side increase with ), > O. So an
application of the monotone convergence theorem gives us

f f~(w, h) dj.l(w) = sup f f(w, x + A~) - f(w, x) dj.l(w)
Q i>O Q •

l1>(x + Ah) - l1>(x)
=sup

)~

Note that 11>(') is finite convex. Also recall that - f*( w, 0) =
inf'Ex f(w, x), and since by hypothesis [f*(., 0)] + is integrable, we deduce
that for all x E X, f(-, x) is bounded from below by a function whose
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integral is bigger than - 00. Hence if X n ~ x, an application of Fatou's
lemma gives us that

cl>(X) = f f(w, x) dj1(w) ~ f lim f(w, x n) dj1(w)
Q {}n---+'X\

~ limf f(w,x n)dj1(w)= limcl>(xn)·
n-+oo Q n-~oo

Therefore cl>(') is in ro(X) and so sUP;.>o (cl>(x+Ah)-cl>(x))/).=cl>x;(h).
Thus we have shown that SQ l,jw, h) dj1(w) = cl>x; (h), for all hEX Q.E.D.

We will use that result to study the convergence of the recession function
of the integral functional cl>('). So assume that X is a finite dimensional
Banach space.

PROPOSITION 3.5. If fn, f: Q x X ~ IR are normal, convex integrands s.t.,
for all XEX, .f~Lx)~W-of(·,x) and [/',*LO)]+, [[*(·,0)]+ are
integrable, then for all Xn~ H x, we have that

f f w(w, x) dj1(w) ~ lim f UnLJw, x n) dj1(w).
Q ll---+'X; Q

Proof Since by hypothesis for all x E X, fnL x) ~ H - /)rL x), we have
that

I.e.,

cl>n(;'()~cl>(x), as n~ 00, for all XEX

Observe that {cl>n('), cl>(')}n;'lS;rO(X) and domcl>n=domcl>=X Thus
Corollary 2C of Salinetti and Wets [23] tells us that cl>n(') ~r cl>('). Hence
we can apply Proposition 3.4 and deduce that cl>x;(x)~limn~w (cl>n)w(xn),
Using the lemma, we finally can say that SQfw(w,x) dJ1(w)~

limn~w SQ Un)x;(w, x n)dj1(w). Q.E.D.

We will conclude this section with a result that establishes the continuity
of the intersection operation with respect to the K - M-convergence. So
assume that X=W and that {An,Bn,A,B}s;Pr,{X).

PROPOSITION 3.6. Iffor all n ~ 1, int A n,6 0, int A,6 0, An ~K- M A,
Bn~K-M B, as n ~ 00, and int Ann B,6 0, int An B,6 0, then
AnnBn~K-M A nB, as n~ 00.
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Proof From Lemma 5 of Moreau [13J, we know that for all n ~ 1,

and

where D denotes the operation of infimal convolution (see Laurent [11]
or Rockafellar [20]). Since by hypothesis int A n B -# 0, we have that
OEint(A-B), and this is equivalent to saying that (epiO"AL,n
(-epi O"BLD = {O}. Hence we can apply Theorem 4 of McLinden and
Bergstrom [12] and get that

0" An D 0" Bn~ 0" ADO" B

r*= 0" An n Bn -------+ 0" An B

Q.E.D.

4. PREDICTION SEQUENCES IN L ~

Suppose that (Q, I, /1) is a complete probability space and that X is a
separable reflexive Banach space. Let I o be a sub-O"-field of I. Consider the
Lebesgue-Bochner space L~(Io) and letf(·)EL~(I)=L~.We define

and

The main purpose of this section is to study the behavior of those two
operators under variations of the sub-O"-field I o and of the function f(·).

We start with an existence result analogous to Theorem 5 of Shintani
and Ando [25J, which was for the case X = IH. However, thanks to the
reflexivity of X and the Dunford-Pettis compactness criterion (see Diestel
and Uhl [6J, p. 101), their proof also applies to this more general case. So
we have:

PROPOSITION 4.1. Every minimizing sequence is relatively w-compact and
its w-limits are in PLOU). Hence in particular, L ~(I0) is proximinal.

In the sequel we will need the following lemma.
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LEMMA 4.1. /fg(·)EPro(f), then Ilg(w)11 :::;2ErO llf(w)11 f.1 a.e.

Proof Let AELo. Observing that XA,gELi(Lo), we have that

f II g(w )11 df.1(w) + dro(f)
A

:::; f II g(w )11 df.1(w) +f Ilf(w) - XA'(W) g(w)11 df.1(W)
A Q

:::;LIlf(w) - g(w)11 df.1(w) +LIlf(w)11 df.1(w)

+LIlf(w) - XA'(W) g(w)11 df.1(w)

=LIlf(w) - g(w)11 df.1(w) +LIlf(w)11 df.1(w)

+LIlf(w)11 df.1(w) + t Ilf(w)-g(w)11 df.1(w)

= LIlf(w) - g(w)11 df.1(w) + 2LIlf(w)11 df.1(w)

= dro(f) + 2LIlf(w)11 df.1(w).

Hence we have that

f Ilg(w)11 df.1(w):::;2 f Ilf(w)11 df.1(w)=2 f ErOllf(w)11 df.1(W).
A A A
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Since this is true for all A ELo, we conclude that Ilg(w)11 :::;2ErO llf(w)11
f.1-a.e. Q.E.D.

Now we will introduce the convergence of a-fields that we are going to
use through our sensitivity analysis. So let {Ln} be a sequence of sub-(J
fields of L. We will say that L n converges in Lito L if) also a sub-a-field of
L if and only if, for all fELi, EL.i --+L~ Er ,! In [17] the first author
proved that if lim SUPn _ if) L n = lim infn _ if) L n = L if)' then L n --+ L'" L if).

Also the martingale convergence theorem (see for example Neveu [16],
Proposition V-2-6, p. 104) tells us that if {Ln}" '" 1 is monotone increasing,
then L n --+ L'" L if) , as n --+ CfJ. When X = IR, this convergence is in fact
equivalent to the strong convergence (s-convergence) of (J-fields introduced
by Neveu [15] and studied by Kudo [10] and Becker [4].
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The first result tells us that the subspaces L~(Ln) are continuous in a cer
tain sense with respect to the above convergence of O"-fields. For this result
X is any separable Banach space with X* having the Radon~Nikodym

property (R.N.P.).

LEMMA 4.2. Let Un} ~ L~ and {gn}" ~ I ~ L~. s.t., I~ --->" 1\ I;
SUPn ~ 1 II gnllcn ~ M, and gn --->'- L~. gEL 't.. Then <1;" gn) ---> <I, g).

Proof Without loss of generality assume that g = O. Then for a> 0, we
have

~ f In(w)llllgn(w)11 dfJ.(w) + f. . IIIn(w)llllgn(w)11 dfJ.(w)
: II.I~II > a} : 11.1,11 <;; a:

~M f 11/;,(w)11 dfJ.(w)+allgnll,;
: 1If~ II > a}

but U;,} n ~ I is w-compact in L ~, so uniformly integrable. Hence

sup f. IIIn(w)11 dfJ.(w) ---> 0, as a ---> CD = <I;" gn) ---> O. Q.E.D.
n ~ 1 -: II fnll > a }

Using this lemma we can prove the following.

rr L' h 1 ~ K M I ( '"PROPOSITION 4.2. I; L n ---> x Lx, t en Lx(ln) ---> Lx ~yJ.

Proof Let IEw-limL~(Ln)' Then there exists 1~(')EL~(Lnk) S.t.

Ik --->w L~f For any g(·)EL~., using that L n --->L~ Lx and Lemma 4.2, we
have

<I, g) = lim <f~, g) = lim <1~, E1:kg ) = <I, E[,xg).
k_J~ k-T

Sol = ELYf =IE L~(Lcn) =w-lim L~(Ln)~ L~(Lcn)' On the other hand,
let IEL~(Lcn)' Then E1:'IEL~(Ln) and EL1--->\-L~ELxI=f So
L~(L.x,) ~ s -lim L~(Ln)'Thus, finally, L~(Ln) --->K~ M L~(Lx), Q.E.D.

Now we are ready for the main result of this section. So assume that X is
also reflexive.

, ,
THEOREM 4.1. rr L n --->LyLx andf" --->Lxf, as n ---> CD, then any sequence

gn E PdIn) is relatively weakly compact in LL its weak limits are in PLJf)
and ddln) ---> dxy (f), as n ---> CD.
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Proof From Lemma 4.1 we know that for all n~l, Ilgnlll~211/nll,.

But Un} n;>' is an L ~-convergent sequence and so it is L ~-bounded and
uniformly integrable (see Diestel and Uhl [6J, p. 104). Furthermore, since
X is reflexive for all A E 1:, K A = {J A gn(W) dll(W)} n;>' is a relatively weakly
compact subset of X. So invoking the Dunford-Pettis compactness
criterion, we deduce that {gn}n;> I is relatively w-compact in L~. Thanks to
the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, we know that it is relatively w-sequentially
compact. So let gnk --+ W - L~ g. We will show that g E PEjf). From the weak
lower semicontinuity of the norm we have that III - gill ~
Iimk~ 00 III - gnkll,. Let gE PL·cxJf). From Proposition 4.1, we know that
such a function exists. Then we have

Ilf - gil, ~ lim dEnk(f) ~ lim III - EEnkgll 1
k ----Jo eX' k··-+ ,x

~ ilf - gill + lim Ilg - EEnkgll 1

= dEjf) + lim IIEEx'§ - EEnkgll l ,
k __ J:

since by hypothesis 1:nk --+ L~ 1:x' we have that

lim II EE"g - ELnkg III = O.
k __ 0:.)

Thus, finally, we get that III - gil, ~ dEJf). Since g(-) E L~(1: 00)' we con
clude that III - gill = dEjf), i.e., g E PEJf)·

Next we claim that ddf) --+ dE.,J/), as n --+ 00. Let Un E Pdf) n ~ 1.
Then dd/) = III - unili' From the first part of the proof we know that
{un} n;> I is relatively w-compact in L ~(1:). Hence unk --+ W - L~ UE PE.,jf), as

k --+ 00 = Iim k~ 00 dEn/f) = lim k~ 00 III - unJ, ~ III - ull, = dExc(f). On the
other hand, from Theorem 3.2 of Tsukada [26J and Proposition 4.2, we
have that limk~oo dEnk(f)~dEx.(f). So dEnk(f)--+dE.,Jf). Therefore we
have shown that every subsequence of {dEJ/)} II;> I has a further sub
sequence that converges to dE.,Jf), which means that ddf) --+ dEJf), as
n --+ 00. Now because the distance function is Lipschitz, we have

Iddln)-dEJf)1 ~ Il/n-.lll, + Iddf)-dEjf)1

= lim Iddlll) - dE x. (f) I = 0, i.e. ddln) --+ dEJf), as n --+ 00.
Il~ 00 Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) The second claim of the theorem can not be obtained
from Proposition 2.1, because we proved that proposition for reflexive
Banach spaces.

(2) The above theorem tells us that if {1:n' 1:00 } n;> I are as described,
then w-lim'H 00 Pdin) r;; PEJf).
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